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Best-selling, award-winning author Beverly Lewis pens inspiring novels filled with hope, courage, and
compelling truths. In this engaging tale, she reveals the warmth, uncomplicated lifestyle, and sometimes dark
side of the Amish people of Pennsylvania's Lancaster County.

Journalist Philip Bradley can't forget Rachel Yoder, the blind Amish woman he met while on assignment in
Pennsylvania. He is determined to find a cure for her and to get to know her better. But before Rachel can
move on in her life, she must first confront traumatic memories. Can their growing love survive the vast gulf
between their different worlds and Rachel's agonizing road to recovery?

A gifted storyteller, Beverly Lewis draws on her childhood in the heart of Pennsylvania Dutch country and
her mother's Amish family heritage to create realistic situations. Narrator Barbara Caruso vividly brings to
life Rachel's setbacks and victories as the young woman struggles to move from the darkness into the light.
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From reader reviews:

Pamela Steele:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add
your knowledge by the publication entitled The Crossroad. Try to make the book The Crossroad as your
good friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you experience alone and beside that of course make
you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , let us make new experience and knowledge
with this book.

Jaime Worm:

Precisely why? Because this The Crossroad is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting
for you to snap this but latter it will zap you with the secret that inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who have write the book in such incredible way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining means but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this ever again or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of advantages than the
other book have such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking way. So , still want to hesitate
having that book? If I were you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Vickie Reed:

Would you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Make
an effort to pick one book that you never know the inside because don't determine book by its protect may
doesn't work the following is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not while
fantastic as in the outside appear likes. Maybe you answer can be The Crossroad why because the fantastic
cover that make you consider about the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is
actually fantastic as the outside or maybe cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up
this book.

Lola Behrendt:

This The Crossroad is great book for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
also always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This book reveal it info accurately
using great organize word or we can state no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read this hurriedly
you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward sentences but tough
core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having The Crossroad in your hand like getting the
world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no book that offer you world in
ten or fifteen second right but this e-book already do that. So , this is good reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs.
hectic do you still doubt in which?
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